Encrypted Communication Technology
That Meets the Most Stringent
Government-Level Requirements
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The Problem
The tech giants DON’T CARE
about the privacy of YOUR DATA.
Current communication platforms benefit financially by
copying their users’ data over unsecured networks.
• Zoom, MS Teams, Gmail absolutely can and will share
your data.
• Zoom bombing is not the real problem - the tech itself is
what keeps track, stores and shares your private
data.
• F A A N G and Zoom utilizes their own data centers and
a mix of servers such as AWS, Oracle Cloud, Microsoft
Azure, Google Cloud.
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Increasing cyber-attacks on business secrets,
leakage of sensitive documents, identity theft,
political espionage and mass-surveillance have all
been increasingly in the spotlight in recent years.

Secure communication is
becoming more important

Despite this, most public, corporate and private
email communications are still not protected with
end-to-end encryption and can easily be
penetrated by hackers and other third actors.
EEZY KEYZ® protects your privacy and
keeps your personal email data safe.
EEZY KEYZ® makes end-to-end email
encryption easy. It combines ease-of-use
with uncompromised privacy and
maximum security.
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There are many different use cases that can
adopt a truly encrypted form of communication

Healthcare
Global TeleHealth market is
expected to increase from current
$46B level to $475B by 2026. EEZY
KEYZ can provide a truly encrypted
and HIPAA compliant
communication for patients.

Military
Our software is initially designed
for military inquiries and
provides NATO level security. We
are currently in discussion with
several countries with
considerable Defense budget to
implement our technology.

Top secret material sharing
With unlimited size encrypted file
sharing there are many opportunities
for our software to be adopted right
away.
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About EEZY KEYZ®

P2P Video Conferencing
End-to-end encrypted HD
video/audio, chat and file transfer
integrated in one solution for
Android, iOS, browser and
desktop.

E-mail Encryption
End-to-end encrypted email and
attachments for Android, iOS.
Desktop application and integrated
EEZY KEYZ® File Transfer coming
soon.

Integrated File Transfer
Encrypted file transfer integrated in
video conferencing. Encrypted file
uploads to a secure storage with
unlimited file size and encrypted
P2P file sharing.

Custom-Tailoring
We offer custom-tailoring possibilities to
meet your organization’s needs:
• Substitution of encryption algorithms
• Backend modification
• Customization of application’s user UX
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The EEZY KEYZ® Solution

Uncompromised Privacy
There are no backdoors or general
keys to hack in EEZY KEYZ®. It is a
session and identity-based
encryption solution. No email
service provider, interceptor, or
even EEZY KEYZ staff member is
ever able to see them.

No Email Stored
EEZY KEYZ® is a true end-to-end
encryption solution – the email
is encrypted all the way from
the sender’s device to the
receiver’s device. We never
transmit or store any message
or have access to your email.

Ease of Use
Setting up and using our software
requires no special skill. Users can
continue to use their existing email
without worrying about privacy. Our
Outlook plugins and mobile apps can
be downloaded into as many devices as
needed. BYOD (Bring Your Own Device).
EEZY KEYZ®
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EEZY KEYZ® Combines Security with Usability
EEZY KEYZ® combines chat, VoIP audio
and video calls and up to unlimited file
transfer all in one solution.
Our solution provides high A/V quality,
resilience over networks with
inconsistent quality and ultimate
privacy.
Users do not need to know encryption
methods; the app is designed for a
seamless user experience.
Organizations can have self-hosted key
and chat servers, and have the
conferencing, chat and email apps
customized.
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EEZY KEYZ® Conferencing is the Future of Secure Communications

Our end-to-end encrypted,
peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture
achieves an unparalleled level
of privacy and security

Our software has been
developed as a military-grade
encryption solution but allows
flexible implementation for
different needs

You stay in full control of your
data. In some countries, vendors
can be forced to turn over
encryption keys and data to
authorities. With EEZY KEYZ ® only
the user has access to the keys.
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Step by Step Message Processing Flow

The message is end-to-end encrypted using
Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH), and AESGCM (Galois/Counter Mode), which also provides
data authenticity/integrity and confidentiality,
and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) is used to verify the sender by digitally
signing the hash of the sender’s public key. All
this is done automatically by the EEZY KEYZ®
software on the user’s device.

•
•
•

Each individual email and its attachments is automatically and individually encrypted.
Thus each email a user sends to a certain receiver is always encrypted differently. This
applies to all email – every email is always encrypted individually.
Messages are also saved encrypted so they remain secured in your mailbox on your
device and in the cloud.

Receiver with a private key matching to
the public key used to encrypt the
message can open the email. All this is
done automatically by the EEZY KEYZ®
software on the user’s device.

•
•
•

All this is done automatically by the autonomous EEZY
KEYZ® software on the user’s device.
EEZY KEYZ® is not an email service provider so it does not
transmit or store any email.
We are never able to see any email or users’ private
encryption keys.
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Step by Step Conferencing Processing Flow

•
•

•

For 1-on-1 channels, private messages are
encrypted with a shared secret generated
between the sender's private key and the
recipient’s public key.
For group channels, messages are encrypted
with what we call universal keys
(public/private keys that are shared
between multiple parties).

The default algorithms and curve are:
• AES-GCM 256-bit to encrypt messages and files
• ECDH for shared secret generation between users on private and group
channels
• SHA-256 for hashing the shared secret, prefixed with a random IV and
suffixed with data related to the use of said shared secret
• Default EC curve: secp256r1 offering 128 bits of security

•

•
•
•
•

For 1-on-1 channels, private messages are
encrypted with a shared secret generated
between the sender's private key and the
recipient’s public key.
For group channels, messages are encrypted
with what we call universal keys
(public/private keys that are shared
between multiple parties).

Each individual video conferencing session, chat text and uploaded data file regardless of the type
or format of file is automatically and individually encrypted.
Recordings, chat texts and uploaded data files are also saved encrypted so they remain secured
on your device and in the cloud.
All this is done automatically by the autonomous EEZY KEYZ software on the user’s device.
We are never able to see any user content or users’ private encryption keys.
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Our products are in beta version
and will launch in Q2 ‘22
EEZY KEYZ True End-to-End Encrypted Email
• Android App available
• iOS App available
• MS Office Outlook 2016 Add-in (TBA)
• Desktop App for Apple OS, Linux and Windows (TBA)

EEZY KEYZ P2P Encrypted Chat, File Transfer
and Video Conferencing
• Web App for Chrome and Edge available
• Integrated Encrypted P2P File Transfer (TBA)
• iOS App available
• Android App available
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Software with less equipped
features are worth $ Billions

Market Cap $90B

Acquired for $28B

2020 Revenue $8B
Used by 500K org

EEZY KEYZ® technology compares extremely well with known solutions’ technologies in the market. We are constantly watching the
competitor information through their announcements and market research reports and have prepared an updated comparison table,
which will be attached to this deck. We are proud of our technology position, which encourages us to strongly believe in forthcoming
business success.
EEZY KEYZ®
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Indicative
Subscription
Plans*

PERSONAL
BASIC PLAN

FREE
Free for Video Audio
Chat and Email
personal accounts

PERSONAL
PRO PLAN

PERSONAL
PRO+ PLAN

$4.99

$7.99

per month

per month

Email and Video Audio
Chat + File Transfers
(20GB Storage)

BUSINESS
PRO PLAN

RFQ

Email and Video
Conferencing +
Unlimited File Transfers
(100GB Storage)

Our Business model is freemium SaaS
The target group of
communication security
software as a service are
small and midsize companies
and later will be rolled out to
consumers on global scale.

The software solutions will be
completely the same as the
software in the B2B sector, with
the only difference that there will
be basic low-feature Freemium
versions as free downloads.

The earning model differs from
business versions in different service
plans with charged features e.g. cloud
data storage space cost, file transfer
file size costs and for instance how
long the files will be available at cloud
storage.

* Subject to be detailed and changed by the time of launch of the service.
EEZY KEYZ®
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Go to Market Strategy
• SaaS to big enterprise accounts that will establish strong
financials for scalability
• Utilize exclusivity as the main marketing tool before opening
it to consumers
Scandinavian Military Communications
• Tailored Linux Mobile apps/desktop for e2e encrypted
email, video conferencing/chat and file transfer
• On a Technology Transfer deal for including backend
systems with source code escrow
• €2M/annum revenue contract for 6 years and potential
to expand into 2 other corporations connected to
national defense totaling €30M in 6 years

Asian Police Force Communications
• On Technology Transfer deal with escrow
arrangement, but no source code delivery
• Software will be edited for local language &
graphical localization, otherwise standard EEZY
KEYZ System
• 5 years deal of app. € 10M value with potential to
extend into government officials

Name of the countries are not shared due to confidentiality purposes. Talks are ongoing with intent to
roll out the software by Q2/2022 for both accounts.
EEZY KEYZ®
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Contact

Lauri Valjakka
lauri.Valjakka@eezykeyz.fi
+358 50 467 0090
chat.eezykeyz.fi
eezykeyz.eu
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